THE OPPORTUNITY
Infinite was approached with a simple challenge. Build a
unique banquet hall with a very modern approach. Infinite
accepted this challenge with a vision to build one of the
most unique systems ever built in a banquet hall. We took
the expertise from our entire team, from programming to
unique installing techniques.

Step through the large glass doors, enter the gorgeous
foyer and it becomes apparent, every detail has been
accounted for. Combining classic design elements
such as cornice molding and travertine flooring with
sophisticated décor, Julius Event Centre is the perfect
setting for any special event.

Julius Banquet Hall
Most Modern Event/Banquet Centre

IMPLEMENTATION
Audio
Complete SRX JBL surround sound system
Powered by Crown Amplifiers
6 Audio Zones with independent level control

Video
The ownership wanted the system to be easy to
use by all the staff and automated to a point where
any DJ can take over when necessary. This was

2 x LG 126” Video Wall (3x3)
3 60” LG LED TV (inside) and 3 50” (Lobby)
8x8 Video Matrix

a challenge because the systems we were trying

Lighting

to implement were not specifically designed for

6 Chauvet 375z moving head intelligent lights
60 Pinspot Table lighting
Full RGB controllable chandelier
Perimeter LED wall lighting

event/bauquet centres.
The ownership also presented another challenge
with lighting. With over 120 light fixtures needing
control, we had to develop a custom solution to
achieve this goal. Every light in the building needed
to be RGB (Full Color) and controlled with ease.
This project required us to build Video, Audio,
Network, Lighting, Security and Automation.

Networking
Ubiquiti Network System - Guest Wifi Access
Automation
Control4 Automation
Control4 Light Dimmers
Control4 RGB Controllers

Security
Hikvision 32 Channel 4K System
Alarm.com Access
Company Name: Julius Event Centre
Location: North York, Ontario

Types of Business: Hospitality, Banquet Hall
Infinite Services:

Audio Visual, Lighting, Networking, 		

		Security, Automation

